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Introduction

Community Outreach

Through an interdisciplinary, collaborative research project in
Northwest Alaska, the authors gained early-career experience in
public outreach through school visits, community presentations,
field visits by school children, and middle/high school curriculum
development. Here we review the successes and challenges of
public outreach as part of graduate training and offer
recommendations for public communication in polar sciences.

The Project
“Human and Environmental
Dynamics at Cape
Krusenstern” focuses on
the archaeology and
environmental history of
Northwest Alaska over the
past 5000 years (fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Project study area: Cape Krusenstern, Alaska

Outreach Goals
Consultation with community
members in Kotzebue highlighted
several requests for project outreach:
• Provide educational opportunities

Figs. 4 and 5. Culture camp students
learning about and participating in
archaeological research in Northwest
Alaska

• Incorporate Iñupiaq language
• Create archaeological literacy
Public presentations were given at
the end of each field season, as
well as during winter, to keep the
community abreast of project
findings.

• Wider reporting of project results
• Promotes culture and science in a local context
• Meets expressed educational needs
• Public outreach experience for researchers

Public talks reach a limited
audience. To share findings
more widely we:
• Hosted a culture camp day at our field site (figs. 4, 5)

Challenges

• Presented in area middle and high schools

• Buy-in of local collaborators

• Developed an education kit for community use

• Sustained interest /participation of collaborators, community

• Beyond research expertise, requires broad interdisciplinarity
• Competes with research goals of analysis and peer reporting

“Classroom in a Box”

Recommendations

With a curriculum specialist, we developed a selfcontained education kit that meets Alaska
educational standards. The kit contains lessons
on archaeology and environmental science as
well as Iñupiaq oral history and culture (fig. 6-8).

The need for science communication3 and local collaboration4,5
is increasingly acknowledged. Yet, training in public outreach is
not common in graduate programs in the sciences. By training in
these skills, research scientists become better prepared to
engage with local communities and the public at large
throughout their careers. We recommend:
• Increased cultivation of public outreach skills in grad training

Fig.2. Crew screening at a test unit

• Integrate traditional knowledge

Successes

• Increased community interaction

• Contribute to MS/HS science and social studies curriculum

Fig. 3. Crew recording a pottery scatter
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Figs. 7 and 8.
Pottery (above) and
lithic (right) replicas
for education kit
Photos: Tim Rast

Fig. 6. Education kit

By testing a kit prototype in local
schools (fig. 9) and soliciting
feedback from educators,
community members and
agency personnel (fig. 10) we
were able to:
• Refine kit to local needs/wants
• Increase community input/buy-in
Fig. 9. Kit prototype
was tested in
Noatak, AK

• Frequent and repeated consultation with local communities
• Increased budget allocation for public outreach
• Recognition of outreach as important project component
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